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REDUCED VOLATILITY, WITH MIXED SIGNALS ON GROWTH

expansionary. Industrial production remains at elevated levels.
The labor market continues to be tight, with low unemployment
and more job openings than unemployed persons. Wage growth
and consumer confidence are strong. Productivity is increasing,
and inflation is low. Overall, it appears the economy remains
fundamentally sound as it continues later into the economic
cycle.

The first quarter of 2019 saw a welcome reduction in volatility
for the most part, relative to the fourth quarter of 2018. January
saw the equity markets get off to a strong start to the year,
recovering much of the losses sustained in December. February
continued with decent performance and March posted a gain as
well. With the start we’ve seen to 2019, it seems as though it’s
the year of the mulligan relative to 2018. Historically, years that
start out with a strong first quarter are followed by continued
strength for the balance of the year in equity markets. The
median return for the last 3 quarters of those years is a positive
10.7% with a median drawdown of -7.6%. The third year of the
Presidential cycle is typically one of the strongest as well, so the
outlook is positive when viewed through a historical lens.

RECESSION WATCH
Perhaps the biggest development in Q1 was the Federal Open
Market Committee’s dovish tone. In January, they announced
their willingness to pause their rate hike program in response
to weaker economic data. Then, in March, they basically took
any chance of a rate hike in 2019 off the table, a big change
from the 2 hikes they had forecasted in December. The
FOMC also announced that it would stop its balance sheet
reduction program in the fall. The most noticeable result of
the announcement was the inversion of the 10 year – 3 month
Treasury yield spread, which went negative for the first time
since 2007, as the 10 year Treasury yield fell to its lowest levels
since 2018. This inversion brought about discussion of when
the next recession may occur, since historically, yield curve

However, concerns about slowing growth are growing louder
and mixed data is making it hard to determine exactly what is
going on in the economy. Q1 GDP forecasts are currently running
below 1.5% but recent data suggests this slowdown may very
well be temporary and that growth will rebound in the following
quarters. However, it’s important to remember that the last 7
quarters have averaged 2.9% real annualized GDP growth, which
is significant. US Manufacturing PMI has weakened but is still
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INFO TECH

19.9%

REAL ESTATE

17.5%

INDUSTRIALS

17.2%

ENERGY

16.4%

CONS DISCRET

14.0%

-13.3%
-18.1%
0.8%
-12.5%

12.0%

CONS STAPLES

-8.4%

10.8%

UTILITIES

10.3%

MATERIALS
HEALTHCARE

-2.2%

15.7%

COMM SERVICES

FINANCIALS

-0.3%

8.6%

4.1%
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-13.0%

6.6%
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15.0%

COMMODITIES
US EQUITY

13.7%

-7.5%

FOREIGN DEVELOPED EQUITY

-12.5%

10.0%

EMERGING MARKET EQUITY

-13.5%

9.9%

FIXED INCOME

-13.8%
-4.4%
-13.8%
-14.6%

2.9%

inversions have been one of the indicators for recessions. It is
important to remember that inversions are not great recession
predictors by themselves. Historically, the lead time between
an inversion and a recession varies greatly, but for yield curve
inversions that remain consistently negative (not moving back
and forth above and below zero), the lead time until a recession
is typically 55 weeks. During that time, though, markets have
historically moved higher. As we said above, much of the data
we look at on a regular basis does not indicate that a recession
is imminent. For example, fiscal policy has a better track record
of predicting a recession and with fiscal stimulus still occurring,
a recession does not seem likely.

GLOBAL CONTEXT
Globally, the environment is a bit more uncertain. China’s
stimulus should start to positively impact the global economy in
the second half of 2019 as it is the second largest economy in
the world. This stimulus would also be beneficial to Europe, as
it is highly levered to China. European GDP was lackluster in Q4
2018 and Italy dipped into a recession, but we do not see that
spreading for the time being. Brexit continues to be a mess but
we feel that it is a localized event, that markets have basically
priced in the worst case scenario, and that any surprise is more

0.0%

likely to be to the upside.
As we move into 2019, we recognize that the global economic
environment is becoming more uncertain. U.S. data remains
mostly expansionary, and we feel that the first quarter GDP
slowdown may reverse in subsequent quarters. Outside of the
U.S., much hinges on China, a trade settlement with the U.S., and
the efficacy of its stimulus. China has had the proverbial pedal to
the metal for some time now and we anticipate seeing positive
results which may provide a lift to the global economy later this
year.

Sincerely,

Kim David Arthur
CEO and Portfolio Manager
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